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Abstract 
Have the Secondary Stage English Language Curricula Achieved 

Their Goals From the Perspectives of Teachers and Supervisors of 
English Language in Jordan? 

 
Mohammad Ahmad Bani Amer 

 
Mu'tah University, 2011 

 
       This study aimed at investigating  whether  the goals of the secondary 
stage  English language curricula from the perspectives of teachers and 
supervisors of English language in Jordan. The sample of the study 
consisted of all EFL teachers of the secondary stage  in Al_Qaser 
Directorate of Education and supervisors in(Al_Karak,  Al- Mazar, Ghawer 
Al-Safi, and Al-Qaser) educational directorates of Education during the  
second semester 2010/2011. 
        This study attempted to answer the following questions: 
1.Have the Secondary stage  English Language curricula achieved their 

goals from the perspectives of teachers of English language in   Jordan? 
2.Have the Secondary stage English Language curricula  achieved their 

goals from the perspectives of supervisors of English language in 
Jordan? 

To achieve the purpose of the study, a questionnaire of 59 items was  
designed and it consisted of four domains respectively: listening skills, 
speaking skills ,reading skills and writing skills.              

The reliability of the questionnaire was ensured using Test-Retest 
method. The reliability coefficient was (.87) based upon Cronbach alpha. 
The validity of the questionnaire was also ensured by submitting it to a jury 
of specialists.   

The results of the study indicated that teachers and supervisors of 
English language were generally satisfied with the goals of the secondary 
English language curricula stage. In particular, the means for all the 
domains according to teachers of English language was (3.31) whereas the 
means for all the domains according to supervisors of English language 
was (3.27) This implies that teachers of English language and supervisors 
of English language were satisfied with the secondary stage English 
language curricula. 

In light of the results of the study, a set of recommendations were 
stated to the concerns of implementing the secondary stage English 
language curricula  and to teachers and supervisors of English language , to 
improve the efficiency of the secondary stage English language curricula. 
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 VII

  ملخصال
هل حققت مناهج اللغة الانجليزية للمرحلة  الثانوية أهدافها من وجهة نظر المعلمين 

  الأردن؟ والمشرفين في
  

  حمد بني عامرأمحمد 
  

  2011 ،جامعة مؤتة
هدفت هذه الدراسة إلى التأكد من مدى تحقيق أهداف منـاهج اللغـة الانجليزيـة               

تكونـت    . فـي الأردن نجليزية ومشرفيهممعلمي اللغة الاللمرحلة الثانوية من وجهة نظر 
عينة الدراسة من جميع معلمي اللغة الانجليزية للمرحلة الثانوية في مديرية تربية القصر             
ومن مشرفي اللغة الانجليزية في مديريات تربية الكرك والمزار وغور الصافي والقصر            

جابة عن السؤالين   حاولت هذه الدراسة الإ    .2010/2011في الفصل الثاني للعام الدراسي      
  :التاليين

 وجهة نظر المعلمين في      الثانوية أهدافها من    مناهج اللغة الانجليزية للمرحلة    هل حققت .1
  الأردن؟

 المـشرفين   نظر وجهة  الثانوية أهدافها من   ة هل حققت مناهج اللغة الانجليزية للمرحل      .2
 الأردن؟ في
 فقـره فـي   59تكونـت مـن    ،بانهولتحقيق هدف الدراسة قام الباحث بتصميم است     

ومهارات  ،مهارات القراءة ،مهارات المحادثة ،مهارات الاستماع :المجالات الأربعة التالية
وقد  .وقد تم التأكد من ثبات هذه الاستبانه وذلك بطريقة الاختبار وإعادة الاختبار            .الكتابة

دراسة أن رضـا    أظهرت ال . تم التأكد من صدق الاستبانه بعرضها على لجنة متخصصة        
معلمي اللغة الانجليزية والمشرفين كان بشكل عام  ايجابي نحو تحقيـق منـاهج اللغـة                

وقد كان المتوسط الحسابي لجميع المجالات بالنـسبة         .للمرحلة الثانوية أهدافها  الانجليزية  
 لجميع المجـالات بالنـسبة      يكان المتوسط الحساب   بينما   (3.31)لمعلمي اللغة الانجليزية    

مشرفي اللغة  معلمي و وهذه النتيجة تشير إلى أن رضا        .(3.27)رفي اللغة الانجليزية  لمش
وفي ضوء نتائج الدراسة أوصـت الدراسـة بمجموعـة مـن             .الانجليزية كان متوسطاً  

  ولمـشرفي و لمعلمـي ،التوصيات للمسؤولين عن مناهج اللغة الانجليزية للمرحلة الثانوية     
  .مناهج اللغة الانجليزية للمرحلة الثانويةاللغة الانجليزية لتحسين فعالية 
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Chapter One  
Theoretical Background  

  
1.1 Introduction  

At the beginning of the twenty –first century, English is without 
question the major language in the world. English is now solidly 
entrenched in Jordan as the first foreign language. English is the 
customency language for international communication and for overcoming 
barriers to the flow of information, goods and people across national 
boundaries. English is the most language generally associated with 
international trade and tourism, with higher education and research 
(Nunan,1988). 

The goal of new curricula is to set standards for four domains of 
English language learning: - social interaction, access to information, 
presentation, and appreciation of literature and culture and language. 
The aim of new English language curricula is to graduate a literate person 
who is competent and confident in using language for both functional and 
aesthetic purposes. 

All secondary stage English curricula are centered on the philosophy 
of language as the base for communicating, learning and thinking. 
Secondary school students need continued instruction and extended guided 
practice in the skills of oral language for formal and informal speaking 
situations, including public, small group and personal setting. They should 
identify and use effective strategies to articulate ideas clearily, precisely, 
accurately and appropriately. 

The secondary school English language curricula also strive to 
involve themselves as deeply as possible in the world beyond the 
classroom. They provide a solid foundation for effective communication  in 
diverse contexts for multiple purposes and roles in life-as a life- long 
learner, a responsible citizen, a concerned parent and a productive worker. 

In Jordan, English is learnt as a foreign language, and Jordan English 
is essentially a performance vanity. To gain better understanding of what 
this means, one might refer to Kachru's (1985)concept of three concentric 
circles, which represents ;the types of spread, the patterns of acquisition 
and the functional domains in which English is used across cultures and 
languages ,the inner circle is comprised of such countries as the UK, the 
USA, Canada, Australia and Newzeland, where English is primary 
language. In the outer circle, English is used quite widely for internal 
(international) purposes, examples are India and Singapore. As an EFL 
country, Jordan belongs to the third circle, the expending circle where 
English is used as tool for communication, trade, business, diplomacy, 
travel and as a medium in higher education ( Kachru,1985). 
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The educational system in Jordan has three stages: kindergarten for 
children (two years) Basic (ten years) and secondary (two years)(Ministry 
of Education(M.O.E,2002 a). 

Consequently, the government of Jordan realized the need for 
teaching English quite early and introduced the English language courses as 
compulsory subject from the kindergarten stage to secondary stage. The 
secondary stage is the final plan of general education in Jordan. It is a two 
years period, following on from the Basic stage. Normally students join 
secondary stage education between the ages of (16-18) years. This stage is 
considered the most important period in the general education ladder 
because students who successfully completed this stage are eligible to join 
any higher educational institution(Ministry of Education (M.O.E,2004). 

Ministry of Education (2002 b) defines evaluation as an activity 
which takes place through the teaching-learning process. Evaluation 
process is informed by the curriculum, in turn; it informed the method, 
techniques and strategies of teaching and learning. Ministry of Education 
recommends that writing down the educational objectives is the first step in 
the evaluation process and following the general guidelines is an important 
step in this process. These guidelines are: content must include the four 
language skills, the weight given to each skill must reflect the weight stated 
in the curriculum, the techniques used in evaluation must be in harmony 
with the objectives and the recommended techniques and procedures. 
Evaluation studies have played many roles in education. These roles 
include providing basis for decision makers, assessing students' 
achievement, evaluation curricula, accrediting schools, monitoring 
expenditure of public funds, and improving educational materials and 
programs(Worthen and Sanders,1987). 

Materials evaluation is an educational necessity because it shows 
how a textbook can be improved or justified. Teaching materials have a 
direct influence on the process of learning and teaching.  Nunan (1988) 
states that: materials are, in fact, an essential element within the 
curriculum, and do more than simply lubricate the wheels of learning. At 
their best, they provide concrete models for desirable classroom practice. 
They act as curriculum models and at their very best they fulfill a teacher 
development role (Nunan, 1988, p. 98). 

 

Weir and Roberts (1994) state two main reasons for evaluating 
teaching materials. First, it provides evidence “which can inform 
theoretical disputes about directions to be followed in language teaching 
or in teacher education” (p.11). Second, it is a tool to indicate the 
suitability of particular approaches or techniques under given conditions 
and whether they meet the claims made for them. 

Hedges (2000) suggests a two-stage process for evaluating the 
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relevance of a book to a particular group of students. "The first stage is to 
assess the content of a book in relation to its professed aims. The second is 
to assess the book against the needs and context of the intended learners 
"(p. 357). She also lists some of key categories for evaluation. Each 
category includes a number of questions that vary according to learner 
factors, institutional setting, and sociocultural context. Her suggested 
checklist is divided into five main categories. These are: the view of 
language, the view of language learning, learner, the view of education and 
the environment of learning. 

Consequently, evaluation is very important for two reasons: 
1. It enables one to determine the extent to which objectives have been 

achieved by the learners. 
2. It provides one with feedback for the purpose of improvement. 
      The Jordanian Ministry of Education sees teaching English an 
important component of the educational system for the following reasons: 
1. English is the means of promoting relations between Jordan and other 

countries of the world. 
2.The experience of learning a foreign language enriches the learners' 

awareness and appreciation of his/her own language and culture as well 
as introduces him/her to other cultures. 

3. English is a necessary tool for economic, social, cultural and 
technological development in Jordan (Ministry of Education ,2002 b). 

This study aims to determine the extent to which the objectives of the 
secondary stage English Language curricula are achieved. The curricula 
under investigation are the curricula of secondary stage that have been 
adopted in the Jordanian public and private school for the secondary stage.  
 
1.2 Statement of the problem 

The ministry of education MOE in Jordan has recently introduced a 
new textbook series (Action Pack) to be taught to the secondary stage 
students. By the end of secondary stage, students are expected to have 
achieved the objectives of teaching English as a foreign language listed by 
the English National Team of the MOE (2006).  

One of the main reasons for materials investigating according to 
Cunningsworth(1995) is to identify particular strengths and weaknesses in 
course books already in use, so that optimum use can be made of their 
strong points, whilst their weaker areas can be strengthened through 
adoption or by substituting materials from other books . 

The main reasons of embarking on this type of study lies in the fact 
that the goals of the secondary stage English language curricula in general 
have a significant association with the learning of the students. 

There is no doubt that achieving the goals of secondary stage English 
language curricula in Jordan is a task of great importance to the future 
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success of English language learning in Jordan, it will definitely open up 
new opportunities for them in future. 

The decision of which secondary language curricula to use is a 
decision that will affect an entire generation of Jordan. It is possible to 
make sure that educational needs of the students are being met 
appropriately (Ministry of Education ,M.O.E,2002 a) 

Many teachers and supervisors who teach in secondary schools, 
claim that the secondary English language curricula stage have not 
achieved their goals.   
Therefore, the researcher found it important to investigate whether or not 
the secondary stage English language curricula have achieved their goals 
from the perspectives of teachers and supervisors of English language in 
Jordan. 
 
1.3 Purpose of the study 

The main purpose of this study is to investigate whether or not the 
secondary stage English language curricula  have achieved their goals from 
the perspectives of teachers and supervisors of English language in Jordan. 
 
1.4 Questions of the study 

The study attempted to answer the following questions: 
1. Have the Secondary stage English Language curricula achieved their 

goals from the perspectives of teachers of English language in Jordan? 
2. Have the Secondary stage English Language curricula achieved their 

goals from the perspectives of supervisors of English language in 
Jordan? 

 
1.5 The significance of the study 

This study is important because it attemptes to investigate  whether 
or not the secondary stage English language curricula  have achieved their 
goals from the perspectives of teachers and supervisors of English 
language; investigating the secondary stage English language curricula is 
an educational necessity because it shows how the secondary stage  English 
language curricula can be improved or justified. 
English curricula designers and teachers may find in this study practical 
and pedagogical implications for stressing main strengths and avoiding the 
points of weakness in secondary stage English language curricula. 
The study will not benefit only teachers and supervisors, which is always in 
the forefront of decision makers, the study will be considered a source of 
feedback about English curricula and how they can be developed, and how 
to achieve their goals. 
The ministry of Education may benefit from its findings through its attempt 
to: 
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1.determine the extent to which students have achieved the goals of the 
curricula. 

2.provide the Jordanian Ministry of Education, curricula designers and EFL 
teachers with recommendations to improve the curricula. 

 
1.6  Operational definition of terms 
 Evaluation 

Brown & Rogers (2002) define the term evaluation as the process of 
seeking to establish the value of something for some purpose.In this study 
it was checked through the designed questionnaire. 
English language curricula  

In this study, it is the curricula designed for the secondary stage by 
the Ministry of Education in Jordan, according to the Ministry of Education 
decision No.2/2010 dated 03/05/2010 for second secondary grade and 
No.1/2009 dated 22/01/2010 for first secondary grade.   
   Goals  

In this study, it is the goals prescribed in the general guides of the 
Ministry of Education of the secondary stage students after completing the 
stage. 
English language teachers  
 Teachers who teach the English language to students in the secondary 
stage. Most of them have Bachelor degree in English Language. 
English language supervisors 

Supervisors who manage instructional programs and educational 
standards, responsible for the hiring, training and oversight of teachers and 
assistants, assist with the testing of students and oversee the conferencing 
of parents, classroom teachers, principals and students. Supervisory 
positions require masters degree in TEFL, linguistics, applied linguistics or 
literature.                                                                              
The secondary stage 

The secondary stage is the final plan of general education in Jordan; 
it is a two years period, following on from the Basic stage. Normally 
students follow secondary stage education between the ages of (16-18) 
years. 
 
1.7 Limitations of the study 

The following limitations should be kept in mind before generalizing 
the findings of the study: 
1.the stated goals are not all measured because some are difficult to 

measure, and some are beyond the scope of this study. 
2.the generalization of the findings of the study is limited to the population 

of the study during the second semester 2010/2011. 
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Chapter Two 
Review of related literature 

 
This chapter is allocated to review the literature related to this study. 

        Javad and Zare (2010) conducted a study evaluating New Interchange 
Series, which is widely used in language classrooms in Iran. The purpose of 
this research project is to determine the overall pedagogical value and 
suitability of the series. Thirty-five Iranian EFL teachers comprising males 
and females participated in this study. The instrument employed in the 
study was a textbook evaluation questionnaire developed by Litz (2000). 
Descriptive statistics were carried out to interpret the data. The findings 
showed that most teachers have similar opinions with regard to the 
effectiveness and suitability of the series. Results also demonstrated that 
the series suffer from a number of weak points that require teachers’ 
awareness and consideration. 
       Sterling (2010) conducted a study analyzing the alignment of standards 
in the 2010 English curriculum with the overall goal of the reform and to 
analyze the authenticity of the assessment tasks. In addition, this research 
also asked English language teachers to choose what proficiency standards 
to include in a new English curriculum for Filipino high school students. 
Policy documents were analyzed and focus-group discussion was used to 
collect data from selected English teachers. The results showed that most of 
the standards targeted literature rather than language use. In addition, only 
few performance tasks were related to authentic use of language. Finally, 
the teachers chose standards that integrate language for academic, for 
social, and for literary response. 
       Riazi and Mosallanejad (2010) studied the types of learning objectives 
in four textbooks taught in Iran. In terms of level of difficulty and text 
length, a logical sequence of difficulty was noticed in the textbooks. 
Moreover, the researchers conclude that the most prevalent learning 
objectives in the textbooks were lower-order cognitive skills, that is, 
knowledge, comprehension, and application. 

The study was an attempt to evaluate the suitability of New 
Interchange Series from the Iranian EFL teachers’ perception. Results 
demonstrated the strong points and weak points of the series. One strong 
point that the teachers mentioned is the practical consideration of the series, 
which include the reasonable price, its accessibility, and the existence of 
teacher’s guide as well as audio tape. Another good point is the layout and 
design of the series, which is appropriate and clear, and appropriately 
organized. Moreover, there is a balance of activities and four skills in the 
series as well as adequate communicative practices. On the contrary, the 
series suffers from a number of limitations that need to be taken into 
account by the language teachers who intend to use the series in their 
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teaching. However, as discussed above, no single textbook can meet the 
needs of a large and different group of language learners. As a result, the 
burden lies on the teacher to take appropriate measures to compensate for 
the deficiencies of a certain textbook in order to bring about effective 
learning outcomes. 
         Hidayet (2010) conducted a study to examine the advantages and 
disadvantages of one type of TEFL materials, English language textbook 
“Spot On” , used in state primary schools in Turkey. Sample of the research 
consisted of 46 English teachers chosen randomly from state primary 
schools in Malatya and Adıyaman city centres. A five-likert type scale was 
used for evaluation. In this research, the course book was evaluated in term 
of ‘layout and design, activities and tasks, language type, subject, content 
and skills and whole aspect’. The research revealed that ‘Spot On’ textbook 
actually did not stand up reasonably well to a systematic in-depth analysis 
and that the negative attributes far out-weighed the positive characteristics. 
       Nemati(2009) conducted a study evaluating English Pre-University 
text book of Karnataka state in India with respect to general criterion as 
well as vocabulary teaching. To this end two types of evaluation were 
performed. First ,a questionnaire was made with reference to some critical 
features extracted from different material evaluation checklists in addition 
to, a part related to different strategies of vocabulary teaching. The 
prepared questionnaire was completed by 26 Pre-University teachers from 
12 randomly selected governmental and non governmental schools. Then 
,merits and demerits of course book were discussed in detail. In the second 
phase, to analyze vocabulary of the book systematically some texts of the 
book were randomly selected, submitted to vocabulary profile to see if they 
are sequenced from the most frequently used words to the less used ones 
which according to Nation (1990) is an important factor in vocabulary 
teaching. 
       Aqel(2009) conducted a study evaluating the Palestinian 11th grade 
textbook from teachers' perspective. The study examined the role of the 
district, gender, qualification and years of experience variables among 
teachers on the degree of the evaluation of the New Palestinian English 
textbook for the eleventh grade in Southern Nablus and Salfit districts. 
 To achieve this goal, an evaluation scale was developed on the basis of 
language teaching and learning criteria that determine the specifications of 
good quality textbook. The sample of the study consisted of 60 male and 
female teachers who teach English for the 11th Grade in Southern Nablus 
and Salfit districts in the year 2008/2009. The researcher developed a 47-
item questionnaire to evaluate the textbook. The validity of the instrument 
was calculated by a group of experts in education. Alpha formula was used 
in order to determine the reliability of the questionnaire. The researcher 
used different techniques to analyse the data statistically. The questionnaire 
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included four main domains: book general shape, book objectives, book 
content and teaching aids. The book content domains were reading, writing, 
structure and vocabulary, listening and speaking, and literature successively 
    The findings of the study showed that the degree of evaluation of English 
for Palestine-11th grade textbook in Southern Nablus and Salfit districts 
was moderate. There were significant differences in book general shape 
domain between Salfit and Southern Nablus districts in favour of Salfit. 
There were also differences in teaching aids between male and female 
teachers in favour of females. However, there were no significant 
differences in the degree of evaluation of the textbook due to qualification 
or experience variables. 

In the light of the results of the study, the researcher recommended 
that the 11th-English textbooks be revised frequently. In addition, they 
should be provided with a variety of literary forms, such as poems , essays , 
etc….. . The units of the textbook should be reduced so that teachers  can 
cover the material efficiently and in time. 

The researcher also suggested conducting more evaluative studies for 
the upper stages textbooks, the 10th and 12th grades. 
      Alamri (2008) conducted a study evaluating the quality of the sixth 
grade English language textbook for Saudi boys' schools which were 
introduced at the elementary stage by the Ministry of Education in 2004. 
This research project evaluated a new textbook that is considered to be the 
foundation stone in the English language program in Saudi Arabia. The 
sample of the study consisted of 93 English language teachers and 11 
supervisors in Riyadh Educational Directorate. A questionnaire consisted 
of 64 items of 12 domains was used : The general appearance, design and 
illustration, accompanying materials, objectives, topic appropriateness, 
learning components, socio-cultural contexts, skills development, 
teachability, flexibility, teaching methods, and practice and testing. 

The findings were generally in favour of the textbook except the for 
the teaching methods and some other sub-items. Where the category that 
had the highest mean was the one on learning components, while the 
category that had the lowest mean was the one on teaching methods. The 
findings also revealed that there were no significant differences between 
the means of the two populations of the study (teachers and supervisors) 
except on the flexibility of the textbook and the different natures of their 
jobs might be the reason behind this difference. 
         Udenwa and Ikonta (2008) conducted a study to establish the 
readability, comprehensibility, availability and the level of integration of 
English language and literature in English in the English language 
textbooks in use in Lagos State junior secondary schools. Three hundred 
students and 60 teachers were selected from 20 schools in Lagos State. The 
stratified random sampling technique was used to ensure a representative 
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sample of all the sub-sets. The instruments for data collection were cloze 
tests, questionnaires, observation schedule, interview questions, three 
English texts used at JSS level and Flesch reading ease formular. 
The chi square statistical tool, mean, media, mode and simple percentage 
were used to analyze the data collected in order to answer the five research 
questions and test the two hypotheses posited for the study. The findings 
show that: 
1.  The English language textbooks in use in the junior secondary schools 

in Lagos State are difficult for the intended readers. 
2.  There is imbalance in the integration of English language and Literature 

in English in the textbooks, among others. 
Based on the findings, some recommendations were made on how to 

improve the situation. 
Wang (2007) used eight criteria to evaluate three series of textbooks for 

young learners, Power up English, Darbie, Teach me and English (43). 
These eight criteria are: appearance, durability and organization, language 
content, text-types and genres, cultural content, tasks and activities, quality 
and relevance of illustrations, interest level, and quality and quantity of 
supplementary resources. She concludes that the design of these books has 
not fulfilled the national English curriculum guidelines. 

Badawi, (2007) conducted a study evaluating the content of English 
for Palestinian Grade 10 textbook, which was designed on for the tenth 
basic grade students in the West Bank and Gaza Strip and has been taught 
since 2004-2005. He used the descriptive analytical method of research to 
carry out the study. He designed an analysis card that sought to collect data 
relevant to process the study. These data involved making a survey for the 
textbook so as to analyze the activities that match the standards set by the 
study. The analysis card was shown to 12 experts for benefiting from their 
comments in regard to any potential modifications, deletions and additions 
to achieve validity. Reliability was examined through the help of three 
researchers. The findings of the study showed a variance in presenting the 
standards of the foreign language learning. Communications standards 
were highly dominant in contrast with communities, connections and 
cultures standards. He pointed out that there should be more balance in the 
distribution of the standards among the units of the textbook. The findings 
also showed good employment for topics in the textbook. Various topics 
were introduced throughout the twelve units. The study recommended 
establishing a follow up research committee in order to apply formative and 
summative evaluation researches to achieve more innovations and 
developments. Teachers were invited to attend workshops held by the 
Ministry of Education on new trends in area of curriculum and teaching, 
and employ more effective methods such as group work, team work and 
cooperative learning methods. 
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 Jahangard (2007) evaluated four EFL textbooks that have been 
taught in Iran high schools. He used several criteria to analyze the 
textbooks. One strong point that the researcher finds was that the tasks and 
topics introduced in each lesson were interesting and hence attractive to 
learners in EFL classes. However, in terms of vocabulary explanation, the 
writer concluded that the new words were not contextualized, which maked 
it difficult for the learners to understand the meanings. Another 
shortcoming that the researcher has noticed in these textbooks was that the 
listening skill was neglected. In fact, there was no specific section devoted 
to the practice of listening skill in the learners. The researcher finally 
suggested that EFL materials taught in high schools need to be examined 
more attentively by a group of experts in the field. 
          Bany Hamad (2006) conducted a study evaluating Jordan 
Opportunities textbooks for the tenth grade in all public schools of 
Ma'an,Tafila and Aqaba Directorates of Education. the textbooks were 
evaluated through the following domains: Rationale, Objectives, Listening, 
and Speaking Skills, Reading and Writing skills ,grammar and structural 
functions, vocabulary methods of teaching, activity book, teacher's book, 
teaching aids, general aspects).The results of the study showed that the 
respondents generally agreed on the suitability of  Jordan Opportunities 
textbook over all the domains. 
        Mahmoud (2006) evaluated ' English for Palestine 1V '. He used a 
similar instrument in order to judge the suitability of a good TEFL or ESL 
text book. The sample of the study consisted of 60 teachers who teach the 
fourth grade from Jenin and Qabatia districts. In both studies he found out 
that the textbooks he analyzed were suitable but lacked few items 
that characterize a good textbook. He noticed that: 
1. Teachers, supervisors and parents as well as the local society did not 

participate in selecting the materials or in choosing the objectives of the 
curriculum. 

2. Designers should consider the country's environment in the materials 
included in the books activities. 

3. The textbooks should be revised carefully to make sure they are free of 
mistakes. 

4. The number of the periods per week is not sufficient to cover the 
selected material of the fifth grade. 

5. There should be a balance between the aims, the materials and the 
number of periods designed to render the whole message to the students. 

6. The students' book should have a glossary, proper pronunciation and 
phonetic transcription of each word and an index listing the key words 
with their meanings and page number. 
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Thein (2006) conducted a study to evaluate the suitability and 
effectiveness of the textbooks used for teaching English to religious 
studies students at Myanmar Institute of Technology. Questionnaires, 
interviews, and classroom observations were used to collect data from 
both teachers and learners. The study aimed at investigating the extent to 
which teachers and learners expectations match the objectives of the 
program in developing the students' communicative skills and critical 
thinking.The findings revealed that the textbooks used in the program 
were not suitable for the following reasons: 
1.  The textbooks did not contribute to achieve the needs and wants of 

both teachers and learners 
2.  They were not effective to promote students' critical    thinking 
3. They were not effective in improving the students' communicative 

skills for everyday life situations. 
He also suggested that the textbooks must be localized to meet the 

teachers' and learners' needs.He also emphasized the importance of 
adapting activities that encourage collaborative learning, natural and 
experiential interactions to help young people think critically. 

Nitta and Gardner (2005) conducted an evaluative study to 
investigate the occurrence of conscious-raising (C-R) and practice tasks in 
nine contemporary ELT textbooks. They developed a framework of 
conscious-raising and practice task types, applied it to the aforementioned 
textbooks and then identified a number of current trends. All the nine 
intermediate-level, multi-course textbooks are available in bookshops in 
Britain and were published by major international publishing houses. The 
research focused on three grammatical items, namely present perfect, 
second conditional and reported speech. Five types of form-focused task 
types were identified. These are: grammar-conscious tasks, interpretation 
tasks, focused communication tasks, grammar exercises and grammar 
practice activities. The first three types of tasks were categorized as 
conscious-raising tasks (C-R tasks) and the last two types were categorized 
as practice tasks. After examining the textbooks, the researchers came up 
with the following observations: 
1. In the overall structure of the grammar section, every coursebook 

examined basically follows a Presentation - Practice approach. 
2. Both inductive and deductive approaches to grammar presentation are 

identified in the materials but more preference for inductive  39 
presentation is observed. 

3. Both C-R and practice tasks are employed in the most materials. Only 
focused communication tasks do not recurrently appear. 

4. Shifting from interpretation-based C-R tasks to production-based 
practicing tasks is a typical procedure in all the materials examined. 
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5. Contemporary ELT textbooks usually juxtapose C-R tasks with practice 
tasks. 

Crandall and Basturkmen (2004) propose that L2 material be 
evaluated according to more pragmatic concerns.  As the researchers 
contend, empirical and experiential evidence suggests that even upon the 
attainment of a high degree of L2 competency, L2 students do not acquire 
conversational fluency and often misuse words, leading to their 
interpretation as “rude”.  In response to this particular concern, Crandall 
and Basturkmen (2004) assert that L2 teaching material should be 
evaluated according to their practical value and their worth assessed on the 
basis of whether or not they embrace the imperatives of teaching 
conversational/practical linguistic skills. 

Khafaji (2004) evaluated the materials used to teach English to the 
secondary level in Saudi public high schools. He discussed the general 
educational policy of the Kingdom and the specific policy for teaching 
English. Then, he discussed the influence of English in Saudi society 
within the cultural, social, and economic boundaries. He also 
Presented an overview of the English language curricula and of teacher 
training in Saudi Arabia. Furthermore, he reviewed different methods and 
frameworks for material evaluation and previous work in evaluating the 
learning/teaching context in Saudi schools. 

Masri(2003) evaluated the first grader's new English textbook 
English for Palestine from teachers' perspective in the Northern District of 
Palestine. The study sought to determine the role of the gender, educational 
level, and years of experience variables on the degree of evaluation. A 
questionnaire was developed for the purpose of this study. The size of the 
proposed population was 350 teachers. The sample was chosen randomly 
and it consisted of 208 teachers. The results showed that the degrees of 
evaluation of the book shape domain, the book content domain, the 
structure of the language and the grammar, and the methods and aids were 
high with total score. Significant differences were found in the degree of 
evaluation between male and female teachers in favour of males, and there 
were significant differences due to experience. 
Masri recommended that teachers should: 
1. keep up with modern trends in teaching English as a foreign language; 

they ought to create new methods and techniques in teaching English for 
Palestine Grade 1. 

2. concentrate on using tapes and cards. 
3. vary their techniques so as to deal with the individual differences among 

their students. 
4. organize school workshops so that they can exchange experience and 

discuss recent educational trends, such as developing students' cognitive 
skills, promotion of self-learning, and life-long educational skills. 
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Al-Omari (2002) evaluated Action pack textbooks which were used for 
the first four primary grades. The sample of his study consisted of 10 EFL 
supervisors and 275 TEFL teachers. Al_Omari developed two evaluative 
instruments: a questionnaire and an observational form. The results 
revealed that the respondents agreed on the suitability of  Action pack 
textbooks in terms of their rational, objectives, listening and speaking 
skills, reading and writing skills, grammar and structural functions, 
vocabulary items, methods of teaching , activity books, teacher's books, 
teaching aids and general aspects. Moreover, the findings showed that the 
rational of Action pack textbook is reasonable, listening and speaking skills 
are properly integrated and reading material and writing activities are 
relevant to the learners' need and age. Concerning objectives, he found that 
objectives are suitable, properly stated and specific and general objectives 
are clear. Furthermore, the findings showed that objectives are 
convincingly graded according to their levels. On the other hand, the 
teachers were not fully satisfied with the content of Action pack  while the 
supervisors considered it suitably relevant to the Jordanian society . 
      Duff, Wong and Early (2002) concur, adding that the Canadian L2 
experience supports the imperatives of both designing and evaluating 
English language teaching textbooks and material which immediately 
address the cultural-linguistic context of application.  Studies carried out 
on two groups of fourth-grade French-speaking L2 learners over the span 
of one academic semester, validated this assertion.  The group which was 
taught through a standard commercial English language instruction 
textbook attained  a discernibly lower level of linguistic competency than 
the group which was given the alternate, cultural-linguistic sensitive, 
textbook .The findings of the study indicated the importance of designing 
English language instruction material according to the stated criteria. 
       Ansary and Babaii (2002 )conducted a study evaluating ten EFL/ESL 
textbooks and came up with a list of some characteristics of a suitable 
textbook, as follows: 
1. Dissemination of a vision (theory or approach) about the nature of 

language, 
2. The nature of learning and how the theory can be put to applied use; 
3. Stating purpose(s) and objective(s) for the total course and for 

individual units; 
4. Selection and its rationale for coverage, grading, organization and 

sequencing; 
5. Teacher’s satisfaction with the syllabus for providing a guide book, 

advice on the methodology and explaining theoretical orientations, 
and keys to the exercises and supplementary materials; 
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6. Learner satisfaction with the syllabus for giving piecemeal, unit-by-unit 
instruction and clear instructions for exercises. 
Al-Khataybeh(2002) conducted a study evaluating Action Pack in-

service training programs for qualifying teachers for teaching Action Pack 
as viewed by EFL teachers. The sample of the study consisted of 94 EFL 
teachers of public schools who attended the in-service training program for 
teaching Action Pack for the basic grade in Jordan.The researcher 
developed the study instrument using a questionnaire consisted of 59 items 
covering 10 domains to be evaluated. The results of the study revealed that:  
1.The design of the program was suitable. 
2.The objectives were so clear, logically organized and reflected the 

teachers' expectations. 
3.The content of the course was so clear. 
4.The time allotted to cover the content was not enough and fairly suitable. 
       Tomlinson (2001) used a list of 133 course evaluation criteria to 
evaluate eight current adult courses published by four leading publishers in 
the UK. The textbooks evaluated were Language in Use and True to Life 
by Cambridge University Press, Cutting Edge and Wavelength by Pearson 
Longman, Inside Out and Reward by Macmillan Heinemann Press. 

The checklist used was divided under two main headings, overall 
criteria and coursebook specific criteria. The overall-course criteria 
consisted of eight categories, namely publisher's claims, flexibility, 
syllabus, pedagogic approach, topic contents, voice, instructions and 
teachability. The coursebook-specific criteria included four categories: 
appearance, design, illustration and reading texts. In addition, specific 
criteria for cassettes and CD ROM, teacher's book, workbook and video 
were used in this evaluative study. 
The study provided an evaluation for every individual coursebook and 
one list of positive trends and another of negative trends in current 
courses. The positive list included seven trends and the negative one 
included sixteen trends. Some of these trends are as follows: 

1. Positive trends 
1. The move towards stimulating more personal responses from 

the learner. 
2. The attempts of many of the courses to encourage humour and 

fun. 
3. The realism of many of the audio components of the courses. 

2. Negative trends 
1.  Focusing on speaking and listening and consequently 

neglecting reading and writing activities 
2.  The absence of controversial issues to stimulate 

thought, to provide opportunities for exchanges of 
views and to make the topic content meaningful to 
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adult learners. 
3.  The neglect of activities which could make full use of 

resources of the mind by simulating multi-dimensional 
mental responses which are at the same time sensory, 
cognitive and affective. 

Al-Hijailan (1999) investigated the quality of the third-grade 
secondary school textbook in Saudi Arabian schools. Both quantitative and 
qualitative techniques were employed in this study. He used a questionnaire 
to collect the teachers’ and supervisors’ opinions about the textbook. 
Qualitative data were also collected from document analysis, content 
analysis, and interviews. One hundred twenty-eight teachers and 
supervisors responded to the study’s questionnaire and thirteen teachers, 
five supervisors, and two administrators were interviewed. 
The results of the study revealed that the book’s appearance, accompanying 
materials, academic content, cultural content, and evaluation techniques 
were satisfied in the textbook while the fulfillment of the national goals and 
the teaching methods were not. The results uncovered the areas of 
strengths, and weaknesses of the textbook. The areas of strengths included 
utilizing colors and teaching aids, having an informative teacher’s book, a 
good organization, a good introduction, and employing the learners’ culture 
in a way that made learning English easier, faster, and interesting. The 
areas of weaknesses included having several books, goals were not known 
to teachers, the book’s cover was not attractive, sequence of lessons was 
not appropriate, reading passages did not have questions and were not 
recorded in cassettes, some grammar items were repeated, and composition 
was guided. 
        Al-Momani (1998) evaluated AMRA textbooks for the first and 
second secondary classes. He developed four evaluation instruments: two 
questionnaires, an interview and an observation form. Concerning the 
objective, the result revealed that objectives of AMRA textbook were based 
on teaching English for communication and they were relevant to the 
students' future. Also, the results revealed that objectives were suitably 
graded. On the other hand, he found that general and specific objective 
were not clear enough and the teachers and supervisors of English were not 
consulted regarding the selection of objectives of AMRA textbooks.  
       Al-Jaser (1989) conducted a comparative study evaluating the English 
language textbook taught at the first grade boy’s secondary schools and the 
textbook taught at the same grade in girl’s secondary schools in Saudi 
Arabia. The sample of the study consisted of  English language teachers 
and supervisors. She used a questionnaire of 73 items. The questionnaire 
was built around the following categories: 
1. The introduction of the textbook: the target audience, the grounded 

theory of the textbook, the objectives of the course, teacher's guidelines. 
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2. The textbook's content: the subject matter and concepts of the textbook, 
the textbook's language and style aids.The findings of this study can be 
summarized as follows: the textbooks that were evaluated did not 
adhere to all the criteria of a good Textbook, the degree of adherence to 
some criteria of a good textbook is not as strong as it should be; the 
boys' book and the girls' book are similar to a large extent. 

      None of the aforementioned studies investigated the secondary stage 
English language curricula. The researcher claims that this is the first study 
investigating the secondary English language curricula stage. 
The present study differs from the above studies in several aspects: 
the population, the sample, and the instrument. some of the previous studies 
evaluated English textbooks as one of the educational inputs in the learning 
process. Textbooks were evaluated depending on certain characteristics of 
good English textbooks from supervisors' and teachers' perspectives; other 
evaluated the achievement of objectives using standardized proficiency 
tests. The present study attempts exclusively to determine the extent to 
which objectives of secondary stage English language were  achieved as 
one of the educational outputs in the learning process. The researcher 
believes it essential to conduct this study to inform the Jordanian Ministry 
of Education, decision makers, and EFL teachers about the areas of 
strength and weaknesses in students' ability.    
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Chapter Three 
Design and Methodology 

 
This chapter describes the population, the sample, the instrument, the 

validity and reliability of this instrument, the procedures of the study and 
the statistical analyses. 
 
3.1. Population of the Study 

The population of the study consisted of all EFL teachers who teach  
English language to students in the secondary stage and all supervisors in    
Al-Karak during the academic year 2010/2011.    
 
3.2. Sample of the study 

The sample of the study consisted of  all teachers in Al_Qaser 
Directorate of  Education and supervisors in(Al_Karak,  Al- Mazar, 
Ghawer Al_Safi, and Al-Qaser) directorates of education .The total number 
of the study sample was 60 teachers and 8 supervisors. Questionnaires were 
sent to all the teachers and supervisors, but only 49 questionnaires 
returned,41 from teachers and 8 from supervisors. 
Table( 1 )presents the sample distribution. 

Table 1 
The sample distribution.  

Teachers 
Total Years of teaching Gender 

  20 and 
above  

16-20 11-15 6-10 1-5   

18  
23  
41  

5  
-  
5  

1  
3  
4  

2  
7  
9  

3  
7  

10  

7  
6  

13  

Male  
Female  
Total 

 
Supervisors 

Total Years of teaching  Gender 
 16-20 

 
11-15 6-10    

6  
2  
8  

1  
-  
1  

4  
2  
6  

1  
-  
1  

Male  
Female  
Total 

 
3.3. Research instrument 

After analyzing the goals of the Secondary stage English Language 
curricula, listed by the English National Team of the MOE (2006), and 
after reviewing the related literature; a questionnaire was designed by the 
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researcher to gather the information needed, the questionnaire directed for 
both teachers and supervisors of English language. 

The researcher designed a questionnaire of five-Likert type scale 
items: strongly agree, agree ,undecided , disagree , strongly disagree .This 
was done depending on the following procedures: 

 
3.4. Procedures of the study 
 1.Reviewing the related literature. 
 2.Analyzing the goals of the Secondary stage English Language curricula    
 3.Taking some notes from the instructors at the faculty of Educational 

Sciences, and ask them to make amendments: adding, changing, 
omitting or correcting any items. 

The researcher designed  an initial  draft of the questionnaire of 
(95)items( appendix 1). The  questionnaire was submitted to a group of 
instructors at Mu'tah University ,  Jadara Private University and Al-Hussien 
University and English teachers and supervisors at the Ministry of 
Education .They were asked to make amendments: adding , changing 
,omitting or correcting any items. It was amended in light of their 
comments where some of the items were omitted while the other items 
were modified. 

Finally, the researcher got his final draft which consisted of (59) 
items(appendix 2).These items were arranged under four domains entitled: 
listening, speaking, reading and writing).The listening domain consisted of 
(15)items while the speaking domain consisted of (15)items whereas the 
reading domain consisted of (14)items and writing  domain consisted of 
(15)items. 
The questionnaire which was distributed to the study population consisted 
of two parts: 
The first part:  this part is only one page which  contained some personal 
information such as gender and years of teaching.  
The second part: this part  consisted of (4) pages which include (59) items 
on the five-Likert type scale : 
1.(strongly agree) has 5 points. 
2.( agree) has 4 points.  
3.(undecided) has 3 points. 
4.( disagree) has 2 points. 
5.( strongly disagree) has 1 point. 
 
3.5.Validity of the instrument 
Content validity 

Content validity is an approach which measures the degree to which 
the questionnaire items represent the universe of interest. In order for 
content validity to be established in the questionnaire, the researcher must 
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identify the overall content to be represented. To do this, questionnaire 
items must be chosen carefully from the goals of the secondary stage 
English language curricula .These items are expected to be a good 
representative of all the information in each of the areas of the survey 
instrument. To identify the universe of content, it is usually suggested that a 
panel of experts in the field to be studied were asked to identify a specific 
content area (Key, 1997).To guarantee the content validity of the 
instrument, it was judged by a jury of experts. The jury formed as follows:- 
1. Three experienced university professors in teaching English as a foreign 

language( TEFL ). 
2.Two English language supervisors 
3. Three English language teachers. 
Construct validity  

It was calculated using the correlation between the item score and the 
test score the correlation coefficient between  item score and the test score 
was around between (0.406** - 0.789**).This means that the questionnaire 
was valid.  
 
3.6. Piloting the study 

Before the implementation of the present study, it was piloted to a 
(15) secondary stage English language teachers and (2) English language 
supervisors. In the presence of the researcher, the items were read to the 
respondents who were required to respond to and give their opinions to 
such items .When a need for clarification arose by the respondents, the 
researcher was available foe explanation and clarification. 

Finally, the questionnaire forms were collected and the researcher 
responded to the notes and comments suggested by the respondents to 
modify a few items in the questionnaire. 
 
3.7.Reliability of the instrument 
To find out if the study was reliable the questionnaire was forwarded to a 
number of participants (15) from the population of teachers and supervisors 
in the current study. Obtained data were calculated and compared with 
those first got by the  questionnaire in the study. Using  SPSS programme 
and the Cronbach alpha was computed as(.87).The reliability equal (0.87) 
and its significant at (α=0.01). 

Table 2  
Alpha formula of instrument reliability 

Alpha  Number of Items  Number of Cases 
.87  59  41.0  
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3.8.Data collection 
The researcher himself distributed the copies of the questionnaire to 

teachers and supervisors hand-to-hand. In order to obtain more valid and 
credible results, teachers and supervisors were given the freedom to 
complete the questionnaire either immediately. In addition, the completion 
was voluntary.  
 
3.9.Data analysis methods 

In analyzing the survey data, the rating took the form of Likert 
Scales. Rating scales were numerically coded as1-(strongly agree) has 5 
points.2-( agree) has 4 points. 3-(undecided) has 3 points.4-( disagree) has 
2 points.5-( strongly disagree) has 1 point.  
This greatly facilitated the statistical analysis. The Statistical Package for 
the Social Sciences (SPSS) release 11 was used to analyze the survey data. 
The data was subjected to analysis through descriptive statistics. 
The mean and standard deviation of each question were calculated. The 
means and the standard deviation of each statement were computed . 

 
3.10.Statistical analyses 

Descriptive statistics which include the mean scores and standard 
deviations were computed by using The Statistical Package for the Social 
Sciences (SPSS) to answer the questions of the study. 
Depending on the jury's suggestion, The researcher adopted the following 
criterion to decide whether the teachers' and supervisors' responses to the 
questionnaire in general were considered to be :(low , medium , high)on the 
five –Likert type scale.  

The Period Length  = )1(minimum degree -) 5(maximum degree  
three suggested estimations (3) 
   5-1/3=4/3=1.33 ( The Period Length)   
*(1_2.33) is considered low 
*(Over 2.33_3.67) is considered medium 
*(Over 3.67_5) is considered high  
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Chapter Four 
Findings , Discussion, Summary  

and Recommendations  
 

This chapter presents the analyses and results of the data collected 
and their interpretations. The data used in this study was primarily collected 
through the distribution of close ended questionnaires amongst Jordanian 
English language teachers and supervisors, drawn from the available pool 
of Secondary English Language teachers and school supervisors. While the 
researcher distributed a total of 60 questionnaires, only 49 were returned. 
Accordingly, the final survey population totaled 41 teachers and 8 
supervisors. The results were statistically treated to identify the mean 
scores and standard deviations on each of the statements of the 
questionnaire. Also, the total means and standard deviations of each of the 
main parts of the questionnaire were computed. In addition, the researcher 
interpreted the results of the study. 

 
4.1 Results related to the first question: ''Have the Secondary stage 
English Language curricula achieved their goals from the perspectives 
of teachers of English language in Jordan?'' 

Table 3 
Means and stander deviation for all the domain according to   English 

language teachers 
  

Std. Deviation Means 
  

Domain 
  

.520 3.29 Listening skills  

.750 3.16  Speaking skills  

.647 3.49  Reading skills  

.675 3.27  Writing skills  

.584 3.307  Total 
Table (3) shows that all the domains were considered to be suitable 

by the teachers, where their means were statistically medium. 
The highest rating was given to the reading domain 3.49 , where the lowest 
rating was given to the speaking domain 3.16 . 
1- Listening skills 

The listening skills domain included 15 items. The means and 
standard deviation of each item is shown in table (4). 
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Table 4 
Means and standard deviation for the listening skills domain according 

to English language teachers 
Std. Deviation Means 

  
Listening skills  

.923 3.44 1  

.706 3.59  2  

.836 3.41  3  

.865 3.41  4  
1.020  2.90  5  
1.062 2.85  6  
.916 3.24  7  
.921 3.41  8  
948.  3.59  9  

1.053 3.12  10  
1.020  3.10  11  
.963 3.15  12  
.778 3.54  13  
.703 3.61  14  
1.037  3.02  15  
.52087 3.292  Total  

  
Table (4) shows that the evaluation of the listening domain was 

medium. The highest mean was (3.61) for item L14.The lowest mean was 
(2.85) for item L6.Teachers expressed their satisfaction about the listening 
goals of Secondary stage English Language curricula . 
The results indicated a complete consensus on the statement that the 
listening goals of Secondary stage English Language curricula have been 
achieved. The mean reached 3.3 and the standard deviation is 5.2. 
2-Speaking skills 

The speaking skills domain included 15 items. The means and 
standard deviation of each item is shown in table (5). 
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Table 5  
Means and standard deviation for the speaking skills domain 

according to English language teachers 
  

Std. Deviation Means 
  

Speaking skills  

1.141 3.56 1  
.968 3.37  2  
1.062 3.15  3  
1.084 3.02  4  
1.093  3.17  5  

.962 2.78  6  
.954 3.20  7  
1.104 3.07  8  
1.053  3.12  9  
1.053 3.24  10  
.943 2.95  11  
1.024 3.17  12  
1.116 3.22  13  
.988 3.24  14  
1.152  3.15  15  
.75011 3.1610  Total   

 
Table (5) shows that the evaluation of the speaking skill domain was 

medium. The highest mean was (3.56) for item S1.The lowest mean was 
(2.78) for item S6.Teachers expressed their satisfaction about the speaking 
goals of Secondary stage English Language curricula. 
The results indicated a complete consensus on the statement that the 
speaking goals of Secondary stage English Language curricula have been 
achieved. The mean reached 3.2 and the standard deviation is .75 
3-Reading skills  

 The reading skills domain included 14 items. The mean and standard 
deviation of each item is shown in table (6). 
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Table 6 
Means and standard deviation for the reading skills domain according 

to English language teachers 
Std. Deviation Means 

  
Reading skills  

.822 3.78 1  

.762 3.66  2  
1.022 3.61  3  
.882 3.66  4  
.869 3.46 5  
.741 3.41  6  
.915 3.37  7  
.896 3.44  8  
1.051 3.46  9  
.873 3.29  10  
.976 3.44  11  
.919 3.39  12  
.976 3.56  13  
.945 3.39  14  

.64728 3.4948  Total   
 

Table (6) shows that the evaluation of the reading domain was 
medium. The highest mean was (3.78) for item R1.The lowest mean was 
(3.29) for item R10.Teachers expressed their satisfaction about the reading 
goals of Secondary stage English Language curricula. 

The results indicated a complete consensus on the statement that the 
reading goals of Secondary stage English Language curricula have been 
achieved. The mean reached 3.4 and the standard deviation is .65 
4-Writing skills  

The writing skills domain included 14 items. The means and 
standard deviation of each item is shown in table (7). 
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Table 7 
Means and standard deviation for the writing skills domain according 

to English language teachers 

Std. Deviation Means 
  Writing skills 

1.037 3.78 1  
.988 3.22  2  
1.054 3.20  3  
1.077 3.12  4  
1.019  3.24  5  
.814 3.29  6  
.917 3.10  7  
.938 3.34  8  
.981 3.29  9  
.978 3.49  10  
.965 3.34  11  
1.073 3.27  12  
.919 3.17  13  
1.119 3.27  14  
1.212  3.07  15  
.67548 3.2797 Tot  

Table (7) shows that the evaluation of the writing skill domain was 
medium. The highest mean was (3.78) for item W1.The lowest mean was 
(3.07) for item W15.Teachers expressed their satisfaction about the reading 
goals of Secondary stage English Language curricula. 
The results indicated a complete consensus on the statement that the 
writing goals of Secondary stage English Language curricula have been 
achieved. The mean reached 3.3 and the standard deviation was .68 

 
4.2 Results related to the second question: ''Have the Secondary stage 
English Language curricula achieved their goals from the perspectives 
of supervisors of English language in Jordan?'' 

Table 8 
Means and standard deviation for all the domain according to English 

language supervisors 
 

Std. Deviation Means 
  

Domain 
  

.201 3.36  Listening skills  

.308 3.24  Speaking skills  

.441 3.16  Reading skills  

.259 3.31  Writing skills  
                 .215                     3.27 Total  
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Table (8) shows that all the Domain were considered to be suitable 
by the supervisors, where their means were statistically medium. 
The highest rating was given to the Listening Domain, where the lowest 
rating was given to the Reading Domain. 
1- Listening skills 

The listening skills domain included 15 items. The means and 
standard deviation of each item is shown in table (9). 

Table 9 
Means and standard deviation for the listening skills domain according 

to English language supervisors 

Std. Deviation Means Listening skills  

.422 3.80 1  

.516 3.60  2  

.516 3.60  3  

.483 3.30  4  

.422 3.20  5  

.422 3.20  6  

.483 3.30  7  

.738 3.10  8  

.675 3.30  9  

.699 3.60  10  

.516 3.40  11  

.527 3.50  12  
.483 3.50  13  

.632 3.20  14  

.667 3.00  15  
.2017 3.36  Total   

  
Table (9) shows that the evaluation of the listening skill was 

medium. The highest mean was (3.80) for item L1.The lowest mean was 
(3.0) for item L15.Supervisors expressed their satisfaction about the 
listening goals of Secondary stage English Language curricula. 
The results indicated a complete consensus on the statement that the 
listening goals of Secondary stage English Language curricula have been 
achieved. The mean reached 3.4 and the standard deviation was .20 
2-Speaking skills 

The speaking skills domain included 15 items. The means and 
standard deviation of each item is shown in table (10). 
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Table 10 
Means and standard deviation for the speaking skills domain 

according to English language supervisors  
Std. Deviation Means Speaking skills  

.699 3.60 1  

.675 3.30  2  

.738 3.10  3  

.568 2.90  4  

.568 3.10  5  

.667 3.00  6  

.699 3.40  7  

.707 3.50  8  

.707 3.50  9  

.483 3.30  10  

.568 3.10  11  

.422 3.20  12  

.568 3.10  13  

.675 3.30  14  

.832 3.30  15  
.3080 3.2467  Total   

 
Table (10) shows that the evaluation of the speaking skill domain 

was medium. The highest mean was (3.90) for item S1.The lowest mean 
was (2.90) for item S4.Supervisors expressed their satisfaction about the 
speaking goals of Secondary stage English Language curricula. 
The results indicated a complete consensus on the statement that the 
speaking goals of Secondary stage English Language curricula have been 
achieved. The mean reached 3.2 and the standard deviation was .30 
3-Reading skills 

The reading skills domain included 14 items. The mean and standard 
deviation of each item is shown in table (11). 
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Table 11 
Means and standard deviation for the reading skills domain according 

to English language supervisors  

Std. Deviation Means Reading skills 

.823 3.30 1  

.675 3.30  2  

.483 3.30 3  

.707 3.50  4  

.568 3.10  5  

.789 3.20  6  

.568 2.90  7  

.483 3.30  8  

.632 3.20  9  

.632 3.20  10  

.738 2.90  11  

.568 2.90  12  

.738 3.10  13  

.876 3.10  14  
.4416 3.164  Total   

 
Table (11) shows that the evaluation of the reading skill domain was 

medium. The highest mean was (3.50) for item R4.The lowest mean was 
(2.90) for item R7, R11, R12.Teachers expressed their satisfaction about 
the reading goals of Secondary stage English Language curricula. 
The results indicated a complete consensus on the statement that the 
reading goals of Secondary stage English Language curricula have been 
achieved. The mean reached 3.2 and the standard deviation was .44 
4-Writing skills 

The writing skills domain included 14 items. The means and 
standard deviation of each item is shown in table (12). 
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Table 12 
Means and standard deviation for the writing skills domain according 

to English language supervisors  
Std. Deviation Means Writing skills 

.632 3.20 1  

.699 3.40  2  

.632 3.20  3  

.876 3.10  4  

.568 3.10  5  

.516 3.40  6  

.483 3.30  7  

.789 3.20  8  

.699 3.40  9  

.699 3.40  10  

.707 3.50  11  

.823 3.30  12  

.707 3.50  13  

.483 3.30  14  

.516 3.40  15  
.2592 3.313  Total   

 
Table (11) shows that the evaluation of the writing skill domain was 

medium. The highest mean was (3.50) for item W11 and W13.The lowest 
mean was (3.10) for item W4 and W5 .Supervisors expressed their 
satisfaction about the reading goals of Secondary stage English Language 
curricula. 

The results indicate a complete consensus on the statement that the 
writing goals of Secondary stage English Language curricula have been 
achieved. The mean reached 3.3 and the standard deviation was .26 

 
4.3. Discussion of the findings related to the first question 

The findings of question one show that the means scores for the 
teachers' investigation (listening skill, speaking, reading skill, and writing 
skill) were medium. The total mean of the evaluated domains was 
(3.31).The highest mean was (3.5) for the reading skill domain, while the 
lowest was (3.16) for the speaking skill domain. 

The results of the study concerning the main strengths of the 
Secondary stage English Language curricula indicated that teachers were 
completely convinced of the achieving of reading skills .They considered 
that the Secondary stage English Language curricula contain meaningful, 
authentic, and suitable texts. 
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Curricula provide a variety of meaningful and mechanical exercises 
and activities to practice language items and skills, they provide 
communicative 
exercises and activities that help students carry out their communicative 
tasks in real life situation. 
The findings of the study revealed that the teachers agreed on the clarity of 
the objectives and their gradual level of difficulty, presenting interesting 
texts, relevance of grammar to the students' needs and interests, selecting 
and presenting the new vocabularies, provision of cassettes,CDs and utility 
of teaching aids. 
The researcher attributes this to many factors: 
1.The time allotted for listening and speaking activities is not sufficient 

This could be attributed to the following: 
2.there is still a gap between theory and practice. 
3.most of students use mother tongue. 
4.teachers are always giving less chance for language practice, and exams 

usually depend on memorization and are usually based on grammar. 
5. This can be attributed to the fact that the teachers and students do not 

participate in selecting the textbook objectives. 
6. The reading texts are meaningful and authentic. However, some writings 

are difficult for most of the students. This is because students are 
required to write long paragraphs, essays or letters; they have also to 
deal with tables, figures and make comparisons. 

7. listening and speaking are appropriate and helpful for the teachers; the 
exercises are relatively designed properly to suit the students' levels and 
interests. 

 
4.4 Discussion of the findings related to the second question 

The findings of question two show that the means scores for the 
supervisors' investigation (listening skill, speaking, reading skill, and 
writing skill) were medium. The total mean of the evaluated domains was 
(3.27).The highest mean was (3.36) for the listening skill domain, while the 
lowest was (3.16) for the reading skill domain. It is quit clear that the 
supervisors agreed on the achieving of  the Secondary stage English 
Language curricula goals in terms of the four skills domains, Such medium 
evaluative scores may be ascribed the wide awareness of all aspects of the 
new curricula and to the role they play as trainees when being enrolled in 
training programs held by the Ministry of education on how to teach the 
newly developed curricula ,and as trainers who took the rest of 
responsibility to train the teachers in the field on how to precisely deal with 
the new curricula.  
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The results of the study concerning the main strengths of the 
Secondary stage English Language curricula  indicated that teachers were 
completely convinced of the achieving of the four skills. 
 
4.5. Summary 

The purpose of this study was to investigate whether or not the 
secondary stage English language curricula  have achieved their goals from 
the perspectives of teachers and supervisors of English language in Jordan. 
A survey questionnaire was used in this study to elicit the perspectives of 
41 English language teachers in Al_Qaser Directorate of  Educational about 
and 8 supervisors in(Al_Karak,  Al- Mazar, Gahwer Al_Safi, and Al-
Qaser) directorates education of about the secondary stage English 
language curricula . The questionnaire consisted of 59 items grouped under 
4 main categories: listening domain, speaking domain, reading domain, and 
writing domain. 

The listening domain was measured by 15 items. The speaking 
domain was measured by 15 items. The reading domain was measured by 
14 items. The writing domain was measured by 15 items. 
Validity and reliability were ensured. Moreover, Cronbach’s alpha and 
descriptive statistics which included the mean scores and standard 
deviations were computed by using the SPSS program to answer the 
questions of the study. To guarantee accurate discussion results, the 
researcher adopted a specific criterion to decide whether the teachers' and 
supervisors' response to the questionnaire in general were considered (low, 
medium, high) on the Likert scale. 

The results of the study indicated that the secondary English 
language teachers and supervisor were generally satisfied with the goals of 
the secondary English language. In particular, the means of the teachers' 
perspectives was (3.3) whereas the means of the supervisors' perspectives 
was (3.3).This implied that the teachers and supervisors were completely 
satisfied with all domains. 
The findings of the study  revealed the following: 
1.from the teachers’ perspectives the goals of the secondary stage English 

language curricula were achieved. 
2.from the supervisors’  perspectives the goals of the secondary stage 

English language curricula  were achieved. 
      In light of results of the study, the following recommendations were 
stated to the curricula. These recommendations should be taken into 
consideration in order to improve the efficiency of such curricula offered to 
the secondary stage  classes 
1. The secondary stage English language curricula satisfy teachers’ 

expectations regarding their objectives. 
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2. The secondary stage English language curricula satisfy supervisors’ 
expectations regarding their objectives. 

3. Teachers were not well- trained enough to time their lessons properly 
and efficiently. 

 
4.6. Recommendations 

In light of the review of the literature regarding good quality of 
curricula, the researcher recommends the following criteria to be taken into 
account when selecting and evaluating an English curricula: 
1. Replacing the listening material with a better one that is well recorded, 

more authentic, and accompanied with background information, 
questions, and activities. 

2. Allowing some flexibility by providing opportunity to practice language 
formally and informally so that students can practice various degrees of 
language such as simple greetings, short telephone exchanges, polite 
requests and formal invitations. 

3. Adding communicative exercises and activities such as group and pair 
work, games, puzzles and role play as these can help students carry out 
their communicative tasks in real life. 

4. Curricula should be revised from time to time to make sure they are free 
from unrealistic goals. 

5. Teachers should be consulted when selecting the curricula material, and 
they should participate in making any modifications or improvements 
concerning the curricula. 

6. Conducting evaluative studies on other English language  curricula  for 
other stages. 

7. A content analysis study for the same curricula evaluated in this study  is 
needed as it may uncover more valuable results. 

8. A further study might be conducted to investigate the whole program for 
teaching English as foreign language in Jordan. 

9. Authors of the textbooks should be nominated out of those school 
teachers who have teaching experience of at least ten years at school 
stages. 

10.  While teaching, teachers should always think about the timing of the 
lessons so that they can carry out the desired tasks, aims and activities 
effectively, and make a balance among the skills being taught. 

11. Teachers ought to provide students with additional writing texts so that 
they can express themselves through writing freely about their desires, 
needs, feelings,..etc. 
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Appendix I 
The questionnaire in its first draft 
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Dear professor,  
Dear supervisor, 

Dear teacher,  
     

The researcher is conducting a study entitled " Have the Secondary English Language 
curricula stage achieved their goals from the perspectives of teachers and supervisors of 
English language in Jordan?  in partial fulfillment of the Requirements for the Master 
Degree of Master in Curricula & Instruction (TEFL) at Mu'tah University. 
 You have been chosen by the researcher to be a member of the jury committee to judge 
this questionnaire in account of your academic reputation, high qualifications, aptitude 
and high moral standards. 

 
this questionnaire consists of 95 Likert_type items in its initial form. You are kindly 
requested to evaluate each of these items on a five-point scale concerning: 
-Linguistic phrasing 
-Appropriateness and relevance of the content 
-The suitability of the items to the domains 
-Deletion, addition, modification of any of the items as you can see appropriate. 

 
Please note that the information you provide will only be used for the purpose of 
academic research. Your suggestions will certainly help improve this work which I 
intend to implement very soon. 

 
I am grateful in advance for the time and effort which you will spend while judging this 
 questionnaire. 

 
Thank You  

 
Researcher: Mohammad Ahmad Bani Amer 
Mu'tah University 
Mobile: 0776610966  
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Dear colleagues,  
The researcher is conducting a study entitled " Have the Secondary English Language 
curricula stage achieved their goals from the perspectives of teachers and supervisors of 
English language in Jordan?  in partial fulfillment of the Requirements for the Master 
Degree of Master in Curricula & Instruction (TEFL) at Mu'tah University. 
this questionnaire consists of four domains: listening , speaking, reading, and writing. 
when you respond to a questionnaire, please try to fill this questionnaire frankly and 
honestly. 

  
  

Thank you for your cooperation in completing the enclosed questionnaire.  
 
 
Section One  

 
Personal Information 

 
1-Gender? 
a- Male                        b-Female 

  
  
  
2- Years of teaching? 
a- 1-5          b-6-10          c-11-15          d-16-20            

 
 
 
 
 
Researcher: Mohammad Ahmad Bani Amer 
Mu'tah University 
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Section Two 
The objectives of the secondary English language curricula stage in Jordan 
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Listening 
  

          1- The students recognize tone in spoken language for expressing 
advice instructions ,warnings, threats, regrets, blame, 
complaints and excuses. 

          2-The students identify the characteristics of different types of 
speech when listening. 

          3-The students assess the quality of the speaker's presentation 
style by using criteria such as volume and tone of voice.  

          4- The students respond to oral presentations by asking relevant 
questions. 

           5-The students distinguish fact from opinion when listening. 
          6-The students be able to identify the main idea of a taped talk on 

topics of personal or academic inters 
          7- The students participate in classroom discussions about topics 

of personal or academic interest. 
          8-The students infer the meaning of new vocabulary items by 

using contextual and grammatical clues when listening.. 
          9-The students  recognize the use of literary devices such as irony 

in a presentation 
          10- The students show respect for the age, gender, and position of 

the speaker 
          11-The students identify cultural and historical influences in 

audio-texts and performances. 
          12-The students identify specific details from spoken stories, 

poems, and audio-visual media. 
          13- The students listen and respond positively to the ideas of 

others when working in groups. 

          14-The students discern the attitude of speakers when listening. 
          15-The students listen to a reasonably lengthy talk by a native 

speaker and take notes or fill in tabular forms with specific 
information. 

          16- The students distinguish fact, opinion, fallacies, attitudes, and 
implications when listening. 

          17-The students engage in meaningful discussions or 
conversations about an area of vocational interest. 

          18-The students explain the main message behind a media 
advertisement related to an area of the vocational stud 

          19- The students recognize how gestures by the speaker are used 
to draw attention to an important idea. 
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          20-The students listen to international radio stations broadcasting 
in English over the Internet to gather information and learn 
the pronunciation of vocationally relevant words. 

          21- The students explain the main idea in a video related to an 
area of vocational study. 

          22-The students listen to poetry recited with expression, 
appreciating the use of specific words, phrases and 
expressions. 

          23-The students answer questions about information and ideas 
after listening. 

          24- The students compare information received on television with 
that received on the radio or in newspapers. 

          25-The students give feedback on an oral reading of literature by 
making suggestions for better tone, information, emphasis, 
and pace. 

          26-The students  develop a report based on an informational 
video in an area of personal interest or study. 

          27- The students recognize the effect of speaking speed, volume , 
and emphasis on understanding when listening 

          28-The students use the Internet to research the differences in the 
listening styles. 

          29-The students recognize the effect of sounds on feelings  
          30- The students assess the effect of  rhythm, rhyme, alliteration, 

consonance, and onomatopoeia on meaning. 
          Speaking 
          1-The students use online dictionaries with pronunciation 

function to check correct pronunciation of words. 

          2- The students use an appropriate tone to influence the audience. 
          3-The students prepare for a discussion by defining a position and 

selecting evidence to support that position. 
          4-The students Present evidence clearly and convincingly to 

support an interpretation of a story or play studied in class. 
          5- The students use grammatically correct language, including 

vocabulary appropriate to the topic, audience, and purpose. 
          6-The students interview specialists in other subjects to develop 

research skills. 
          7-The students use a well-structured narrative or logical argument 

to make short formal presentation on a real –life topic. 
          8- The students discuss with peers evaluations of presentations 

done by students of upper basic grades. 
          9-The students make a short formal presentation on a real-life 

topic using a well-structured narrative or logical argument. 
          10- The students use literary devices in presentations. 
          11-The students produce a media advertisement related to area of 

interest or vocational study. 
          12-The students create a glossary of vocationally relevant words 

showing their correct pronunciation and meaning. 
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          13- The students discuss questions to ask when being interviewed 
for a particular job by a prospective employer 

          14-The students take part in a variety of well-prepared authentic 
vocationally relevant presentations to the class. 

          15-The students pronounce correctly new words of personal 
interest found in advanced articles from the internet. 

          16- The students engage in discussions about academic pursuits. 
          17-The students do logically-ordered presentations with a peer 

about social issues. 
          18-The students participate in a public speaking contest. 
          19- The students Pronounce correctly new words of academic 

interest found in some advanced articles and documents on 
the Internet. 

          20-The students participate in planned panel discussions. 
          21-The students present orally a list of idiomatic expressions and 

figurative language and explain their meaning. 
          Reading 
          1-The students various types of texts silently and take notes for 

study purposes. 

          2-The students use context clues to determine the meaning of 
unknown words. 

          3- The students use knowledge of stems and affixes to determine 
the meaning of new vocabulary. 

          4-The students use syntax clues to understand the meaning of a 
text. 

          5-The students identify the characteristics of different forms of 
text such as narrative, factual, poetic. 

          6- The students make judgments and draw supported conclusions 
about ideas in written materials. 

          7-The students describe information of different types. 
          8- The students read for enjoyment texts recommended by peers, 

teachers and family members. 
          9-The students read and understand authentic written English 

texts on topics of specific or general interest. 
          10-The students make, confirm, and deduce conclusions based on 

prior knowledge and evidence from the text. 

          11- The students recognize emotions being expressed when 
reading a short narrative. 

          12-The students skim texts to deduce and infer the meaning of the 
text. 

          13-The students scan texts for specific purposes. 
          14- The students agree or disagree with an author's point of view. 
          15-The students summarize and paraphrase main ideas and 

supporting details in a report. 
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          16-The students make inferences based on explicit and implicit 
information in texts. 

          17- The students use previous experience, knowledge of current 
issues and information previously learned to challenge ideas 
in texts 

          18-The students read instructions, credit cards, or job applications 
to participate in daily life situations. 

          19-The students read literary works to find out more about areas 
of vocational interest. 

          20- The students distinguish among slang, jargon, idiomatic, 
informal, and formal language. 

          21-The students reflect on information and relate it to real-life 
situations.  

          22-The students respond to literature using ideas and details from 
the text to support own point of view. 

          23- The students identify and discuss recurring themes in 
literature 

          24-The students select and use appropriate skills for reading a 
variety of technical reading material in an area of study. 

          Writing 
          1- The students locate and use print and electronic English 

reference materials found in the school and public libraries. 
          2-The students translate informational and literary reading 

material from Arabic into English and vice versa.  
          3- The students produce grammatically correct compound 

sentences with an expanded number of coordinate 
conjunctions. 

          4-The students edit and proofread own written work and that of 
peers to produce final drafts with correct standard English. 

          5-The students use multiple Internet sources to gain information 
for written reports on topics related to personal interests and 
school projects. 

          6- The students summarize academic texts related to social and 
academic topics and issues. 

          7-The students use a multimedia presentation to demonstrate 
understanding of a theme or issue of general interest. 

          8-The students produce essays which include an introduction, 
supporting paragraphs, and a conclusion. 

          9- The students make a list of organizational patterns and select 
the best one for a short essay. 

          10-The students use tables , charts, and diagrams to organize 
information when appropriate. 

          11-The students use categorization to organize information and 
ideas in presentations for independent study projects. 

          12- The students use a variety of sentence types in written work. 
          13-The students spell correctly specific vocabulary related to 

vocational areas of interest. 
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          14-The students fill in forms of commercial interaction, such as 
invoices and job application forms related to areas of 
vocational interest.  

          15- The students complete dialogues and simulations interest that 
reflect professional language and contexts related to areas of 
vocational interest. 

          16-The students prepare a glossary of words related to a specific 
area of study. 

          17-The students  write a report for a magazine or newspaper 
based on a topic studied in class. 

          18- The students identify examples of irrelevant, redundant, 
ambiguous, and plagiarized information. 

          19-The students participate in an email exchange to gather 
information on a particular topic. 

          20-The students  use electronic wizards to prepare final drafts of 
written work. 
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Appendix II  

The questionnaire in its final draft 
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Dear teacher, 
Dear supervisors, 

  
The researcher is conducting a study entitled " Have the Secondary English Language 
curricula stage achieved their goals from the perspectives of teachers and supervisors of 
English language in Jordan?  in partial fulfillment of the Requirements for the Master 
Degree of Master in Curricula & Instruction (TEFL) at Mu'tah University. 
this questionnaire consists of four domains: listening , speaking, reading, and writing. 
when you respond to a questionnaire, please try to fill this questionnaire frankly and 
honestly. 

  
  

Thank you for your cooperation in completing the enclosed questionnaire.  
 
 
Section One  

 
Personal Information 

 
1-Gender? 
a- Male                        b-Female 

  
2- Years of teaching? 
a- 1-5          b-6-10          c-11-15          d-16-20        c-above 20           

 
Researcher: Mohammad Ahmad Bani Amer 
Mu'tah University 
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Section Two 
The objectives of the secondary English language curricula stage in Jordan 
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Listening 
  

          1- The students recognize tone in spoken language for 
expressing advice, instructions, warnings, threats, regrets, 
blame, complaints and excuses. 

          2-The students identify the characteristics of different types of 
speech when listening. 

          3-The students be able to identify the main idea of a taped talk 
on topics of personal or academic inters 

          4-The students infer the meaning of new vocabulary items by 
using contextual and grammatical clues when listening.. 

          5-The students identify cultural and historical influences in 
audio-texts and performances. 

          6-The students  listen to a reasonably lengthy talk by a native 
speaker and take notes or fill in tabular forms with specific 
information. 

          7-The students engage in meaningful discussions or 
conversations about an area of vocational interest. 

          8- The students recognize how gestures by the speaker are 
used to draw attention to an important idea. 

          9-The students answer questions about information and ideas 
after listening. 

          10- The students compare information received on television 
with that received on the radio or in newspapers. 

          11-The students give feedback on an oral reading of literature 
by making suggestions for better tone, information, 
emphasis, and pace. 

          12-The students develop a report based on an informational 
video in an area of personal interest or study. 

          13- The students recognize the effect of speaking speed, 
volume , and emphasis on understanding when listening 

          14-The students recognize the effect of sounds on feelings  
          15- The students assess the effect of rhythm, rhyme, 

alliteration , consonance, and onomatopoeia on meaning. 
          Speaking 
          1-The students prepare for a discussion by defining a position 

and selecting evidence to support that position. 
          2-The students Present evidence clearly and convincingly to 

support an interpretation of a story or play studied in class. 
          3- The students use grammatically correct language, including 

vocabulary appropriate to the topic, audience ,and 
purpose. 
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          4-The students make a short formal presentation on a real-life 
topic using a well-structured narrative or logical argument. 

          5- The students use literary devices in presentations. 
          6-The students produce a media advertisement related to area 

of interest or vocational study. 
          7-The students create a glossary of vocationally relevant 

words showing their correct pronunciation and meaning. 
          8- The students discuss questions to ask when being 

interviewed for a particular job by a prospective employer 

          9-The students take part in a variety of well-prepared authentic 
vocationally relevant presentations to the class. 

          10-The students pronounce correctly new words of personal 
interest found in advanced articles from the internet. 

          11-The students do logically-ordered presentations with a peer 
about social issues. 

          12-The students participate in a public speaking contest. 
          13- The students Pronounce correctly new words of academic 

interest found in some advanced articles and documents 
on the Internet. 

          14-The students participate in a planned panel discussions. 
          15-The students present orally a list of idiomatic expressions 

and figurative language and explain their meaning. 
          Reading 

 
          1-The students various types of texts silently and take notes 

for study purposes. 

          2-The students use context clues to determine the meaning of 
unknown words. 

          3- The students use knowledge of stems and affixes to 
determine the meaning of new vocabulary. 

          4-The students identify the characteristics of different forms of 
text such as narrative, factual, poetic. 

          5- The students make judgments and draw supported 
conclusions about ideas in written materials. 

          6-The students read and understand authentic written English 
texts on topics of specific or general interest. 

          7-The students make, confirm, and deduce conclusions based 
on prior knowledge and evidence from the text. 

          8- The students agree or disagree with an author's point of 
view. 

          9-The students summarize and paraphrase main ideas and 
supporting details in a report. 

          10-The students make inferences based on explicit and 
implicit information in texts. 

          11-The students read instructions, credit cards, or job 
applications to participate in daily life situations. 
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          12-The students reflect on information and relate it to real-life 
situations.  

          13-The students respond to literature using ideas and details 
from the text to support own point of view. 

          14-The students select and use appropriate skills for reading a 
variety of technical reading material in an area of study. 

          Writing 
 

          1-The students translate informational and literary reading 
material from Arabic into English and vice versa.  

          2- The students produce grammatically correct compound 
sentences with an expanded number of coordinate 
conjunctions. 

          3- The students summarize academic texts related to social and 
academic topics and issues. 

          4-The students use a multimedia presentation to demonstrate 
understanding of a theme or issue of general interest. 

          5-The students produce essays which include an introduction, 
supporting paragraphs, and a conclusion. 

          6- The students make a list of organizational patterns and 
select the best one for a short essay. 

          7-The students use categorization to organize information and 
ideas in presentations for independent study projects. 

          8- The students use a variety of sentence types in written 
work. 

          9-The students fill in forms of commercial interaction, such as 
invoices and job application forms related to areas of 
vocational interest.  

          10- The students complete dialogues and simulations interest 
that reflect professional language and contexts related to 
areas of vocational interest. 

          11-The students prepare a glossary of words related to a 
specific area of study. 

          12-The students  write a report for a magazine or newspaper 
based on a topic studied in class. 

          13- The students identify examples of irrelevant, redundant, 
ambiguous, and plagiarized information. 

          14-The students participate in an email exchange to gather 
information on a particular topic. 

          15-The students  use electronic wizards to prepare final drafts 
of written work. 
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Appendix III 
The Jury Committee of the Questionnaire 
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Personal Information 
 

Name: Mohammad Ahmad Bani Amer 
Faculty: The Educational Sciences 
Specialization: Curricula and Method of Teaching English Language 
Academic Year: 2010/2011 
Profession: English Language Teacher 
Address: Jordan-Irbid-Irhaba 
Mobile Number: 0776610966 

E-mail:baniamer1985@yahoo.com 
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